The Girlfriend Getaway Guide: You Go Girl! and Ill Go, Too

This book is about the importance of
girlfriends and about the things they can do
to celebrate these friendships. A girlfriend
getaway can be really simple, say a tea
party in the lobby of the local hotel. Other
getaways are more complex -- weeklong
tramps through Mongolia, for example.
The point isnt what you do or where you
go. The point is simply this: girlfriends
need to get together. Each of this books
eight chapters gives plenty of ideas for
where to go and what to do as well as
inspirational
True-Life
Tales
from
girlfriends who have already discovered the
joys of getting away. Each chapter offers
suggested locales, complete with a
comprehensive rating of the four
components of a successful G.G.
(girlfriend getaway): * A place to talk.
This is the most important component.
Girls absolutely MUST have a suitable
place to discuss everything from George
Clooneys backside to the latest diet. * A
place to gawk. Good scenery (a.k.a. cute
guys) is vital to every G.G. * A place to
rock. Its not that youre going to be out
partying every night (Hey! if component A
is rated high enough, you may never leave
the room), but its essential that the party
option is present. * A place to dock. Just
long enough to get pampered. You work
hard the other 51 weeks of the year, so
every good G.G. has to have a place to get
massaged or wrapped in mud. The main
thing to remember is that most girlfriends
dont really care what they do just so long
as they have a chance to connect and to
share, making this book the perfect start to
launch a memorable tradition.

The Girlfriend Getaway Guide: You Go Girl! And Ill Go, Too.You Go Girl! and Ill Go, Too. that offers weeklong
courses in everything from cooking the Quaker way to writing personal memoirs to experimenting with light. Heres my
guide to Virginia Beach for your girls getaway! You cant go to Virginia Beach without sampling some of the local
cuisine so start is a notable proliferation of travel guides using this term to address. all-female Girl! And Ill Go, Too
(Grout, 2005), Best Girlfriends Getaways. Worldwide like the getawayas it implies that youre getting away from
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your.The Girlfriend Getaway Guide: You Go Girl! And Ill Go, Too. - 15 secREAD THE NEW BOOK Girlfriend
Getaways, 2nd: You Go Girl! And I ll Go, Too READ PDF FILE Theyve got fun small plate options so you can share
with your girls and Get an unparalleled view of the Las Vegas Strip at night, or go for a: The Girlfriend Getaway Guide:
You Go Girl! and Ill Go, Too (9780762726974) by Pam Grout and a great selection of similar New, Used andThis book
is about the importance of girlfriends and about the things they can do to celebrate these friendships. A girlfriend
getaway can be really simple, say a The Girlfriend Getaway Guide has 14 ratings and 1 review. Pat said: Looking for
places to take trips with girlfriends? This book is perfect. It filled
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